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About Journal of eScience Librarianship
◉ JeSLIB launched in 2012
◉ “e-Science” What in the world does this mean?
○ Expansion of library services to include: management, curation, 
dissemination, large and small scale research
○ Collaboration among computationally intensive science 
disciplines 
○ Data/data sets then captured, transported, stored, organized, 
accessed, mined, visualized, and interpreted
◉ Role for librarians: characterized by interdisciplinary research 
collaboration and the collection, organization, mining, and 
management of data
JeSLIB’s Mission
Advancing the theory and 
practice of librarianship 
with a special focus on 
services related to 
data-driven research in the 
physical, biological, social, 
and medical sciences, 
including public health. 
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Peer Review
Would you like recognition for being a peer-reviewer? 
If yes, how would you like to be recognized?
“I want some way to demonstrate that I 
made a contribution -- part of recognition 
at my institution is regional/national 
work, so I like to be able to provide 
demonstrable work to my supervisors.” 
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Challenges
◉ Peer Review
○ Getting reviewers
○ Evolving peer review
◉ Journal title and scope
◉ Manuscript recruitment
◉ Editorial resources
◉ Communication
Looking Forward
◉ Platform (the Elsevier affect)
◉ Increase indexing footprint
◉ Special Issue
◉ RDAP 2018
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